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Abstract. In the clinical setting, continuum of care depends on integrated in-
formation services to assure a smooth progression for patient centered care, and 
these integrated information services must understand past events and personal 
circumstances to make care relevant. Clinicians face a problem that the amount 
of information produced in disparate electronic clinical notes is increasing to 
levels incapable of being processed by humans. Clinicians need a function in in-
formation services that can reduce the free text data to a message useful at time 
of care. Information extraction (IE) is a sub-field of natural language processing 
with the goal of data reduction of unstructured free text. Pertinent to IE is an 
annotated corpus that frames how IE methods should create a logical expression 
necessary for processing meaning of text. This study explores and reports on the 
requirements to using the predicate-argument statement (PAS) as the frame-
work. A convenient sample from a prior study with ten synsets of 100 unique 
sentences from radiology reports deemed by domain experts to mean the same 
thing will be the text from which PAS structures are formed. Through content 
analysis of pattern recognition, findings show PAS is a feasible framework to 
structure sentences for semantic similarity measurement. 

Keywords: Information Extraction, Predicate-Argument Structure, Semantic 
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1 Introduction 

Today’s knowledge worker has far too much published information to review for 
conducting his/her professional practice [1]. In healthcare, the majority of knowledge 
is in the form of free text such as professional journals and patient clinical notes [2]. 
These forms of free text have been linked to profits [3] and are central to a health 
system reliant on an integration of services to deliver patient centered care over a 
continuum [3,4]. Informational continuity forms from past events and personal cir-
cumstances [6] allowing for the clinician to establish a personal relationship and  
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cooperation [7]. These clinical notes, therefore, provide the patient specific data ne-
cessary for continuum of care. The continuum of care can be greatly enhanced if 
means exist to synthesize from disparate clinical notes a meaningful message at the 
point in time for delivery of care. Analyzing these unique forms of knowledge by a 
machine-driven mechanism in order to decrease the knowledge worker’s burden of 
reading is a goal of natural language processing (NLP). For data reduction to occur as 
a normal function in continuity of care, NLP methods use information extraction (IE) 
methods [2], which depend on an annotated corpus [1] to model structuring of un-
structured text as a pre-process before semantic comparisons. To accomplish this, an 
annotation method has to be used that can retain the semantics of the entire sentence. 
One method uses a form of semantic role labeling (SRL) called predicate-argument 
structures (PAS) for IE of free text and appears to be the most commonly researched 
and used method for analysis of entire sentence structures [1,8-18]. 

For this study, PAS will serve as the annotation framework, but the measurement 
that will be used to determine the semantic equivalence for data reduction between 
two PAS elements will be semantic similarity. Semantic similarity is degree of close-
ness between two different texts and attempts to replicate how humans represent  
relationships within these varying vocabulary expressions to formulate meaning of 
experiences [19]. This study will evaluate the feasibility to use PAS as a pre-
processing step for comparing semantic similarity of sentences. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

To test semantic similarity, concepts need to be represented at the atomic level in 
order to understand how broad or narrow one text element is to another [20]. Success-
ful studies that have tested for semantic similarity have focused on terms or lexical 
elements [21-24]. These studies attest to the idea that less complexity of an expressed 
thought the easier it is to measure semantic similarity. In another study that comes 
closest to evaluating sentential semantic similarity through a method called Named 
Entity Recognition (NER), the method in [25] fails with issues of complex synonymy, 
overlapping text span, and structured interpretations. [25] attempts to look at the 
whole meaning of a sentence, but the study underlines the difficulty of comparing the 
equivalency between two sentences when dissected and chunked into smaller parts. In 
a PAS annotation study that closely resembles this one, annotation of semantics is not 
evaluated for semantic similarity [26]. It remains to be evaluated if PAS frames can 
rise to a level of complexity to analyze sentential semantic similarity. 

2 Review of Literature 

The contribution of PAS to IE is its ability to retain structure of sentences [11], con-
tribute to inductive learning [16], and facilitate mapping of arguments to ontological 
references [15]. These are three components essential for successful NLP [3]. Typi-
cally, PAS development is guided by guidelines introduced through the Propbank 
project [18,26] whereby a usage of a predicate’s sense is referenced by a RolesetID 
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frame (see.01, be.02) in its knowledgebase. The RolesetID frame provides argument 
definitions to mark textual boundaries in sentence annotation.  

While guidelines instruct a process of annotation of PAS, literature suggests the 
annotation process incorporate certain considerations. [15,16] contend that modifica-
tion of a PAS frame is encouraged to correctly identify observations of a domain’s 
structure necessary for semantic translation. For a corpus of radiology reports, a study 
by [27] frequently encountered missing predicates and implied concepts. These find-
ings concerning a radiological corpus could mean that annotation will identify argu-
ments and predicates not anchored in text. However, if domain experts make this kind 
of inference then the purpose of annotation serves to mimic the process of human 
judgment. For sentences lacking a predicate, this study will have to determine a me-
thod in the annotation process for measuring successfulness of constructing complete 
sentences from incomplete sentences and inferring implied/incomplete text. 

If method of annotation is PAS, then focus is on the predicate, and to assure that 
predicates function to guide argument development, [12] argue that verbs should be 
classified based on syntactical structures present in corpus. For example, does the 
predicate accept a direct object or does it not. Such syntactical analysis of how a sen-
tence is structured around specific verbs could help understand the arguments. Anoth-
er issue that has to be addressed before annotating PAS frames is to understand how 
the corpus handles nominalization of verbs [13]. Nominalized verbs take different 
forms, such as gerunds, and these forms may have arguments despite not being the 
predicate of the sentence. This study will have to make a conclusion if the Propbank 
annotation guidelines and knowledge base can serve as the formal schema to build a 
PAS frame from a corpus that has unique usages of verbs and how those usages have 
to be annotated. The complexity of using PAS as a formal schema to measure senten-
tial semantic similarity lies not in forming syntactical phrases but in examining simi-
larity of text phrases of one sentence to text phrases of another. This kind of mea-
surement goes beyond the discreteness of word to word comparison and requires a 
representational scheme to assist with matching which phrase of one sentence should 
be compared to a phrase of another sentence. To adhere to principles of semantic 
similarity, this representational scheme not only has to address syntax and conceptual 
needs in a sentence, but it has to provide a foundation to capture the accumulative 
sense formed by concepts in the sentence [15]. The goal, then, is to have a representa-
tional scheme whereby the output of syntactical phrases formed from one sentence are 
appropriately matched and compared to those of another sentence, and this represen-
tational scheme will serve as the basis for pattern discovery of synonymy [28]. 

Creating this scheme could pose the biggest obstacle to using the PAS. [27] state 
PAS cannot scale; however, it is not known if this statement is true or not. The prob-
lem of scalability of PAS is presented when two semantically equivalent sentences 
have two different predicates. In such cases, it is possible that content of the argu-
ments and modifiers of one sentence may not match to the other predicate’s corres-
ponding arguments and modifiers. In some cases, there may be no text to compare. 
Table 1 shows how three semantically equivalent sentences present the problem of 
scalability with three difference predicate senses.  
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Table 1. --Scalability Problem of PAS 

Sentence 1 The lungs demonstrate left basilar atelectasis or infiltrate. 
Sentence 2 There is interval clearing of the left lower lobe infiltrate. 
Sentence 3 The left lower lobe infiltrate is identified. 
 Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3 

RolesetID demonstrate.01 be.02 identify.01 
Predicate Use ‘show off’ ‘existential’ ‘label, call’ 

Arg0 The lungs   
Arg1 atelectasis or infil-

trate 
interval clearing infiltrate 

Arg2    
ArgM-Locative left basilar of the left lower 

lobe 
The left lower lobe 

ArgM-Cause  infiltrate  
 

In each sentence, PAS annotates the complete syntactical structure of the sentence; 
therefore, the complete sense of each sentence is maintained. But when the goal is to 
compare the semantics across each role, problems arise from the fact that each predi-
cate assumes a different structure for role assignments. It is evident that when trying 
to measure semantic similarity of varying predicates, not every role will contain like 
content. Arg1 of sentence 1 & 3 have semantic similarity but Arg1 of sentence 2 is 
not semanticly similar despite the fact that the defined roles of the verb places the 
actual content that could be compared in the modifier ‘cause’. The question then is 
how is it possible to ‘cross’ compare arguments for a synset comprised of various 
predicates? Is it possible to compare differing semantic roles? This study will investi-
gate patterns among synsets with varying predicates for feasibility of an algorithm 
allowing cross comparing of semantic roles. 

3 Methods, Design, and Sampling 

This study used a traditional annotation schema for clinical corpus [29]. Guidelines 
for the schema were adopted from the Propbank annotation [30] and used the Unified 
Verb Index [31]to facilitate construction of PAS frames. The reader is directed to [30] 
for further understanding of PAS. While the study is primarily an exploratory, non-
experimental, methodological study, it will use a content analysis process for pattern 
recognition of meaning in text developed for NLP [32]. 

A convenience sample from a prior study [27] is used as the data set. The data set 
represents ten synsets. Each synset has 100 randomly selected sentences (n=1000) 
from original synsets containing more than 1,000 sentences of an ongoing annotation 
project. A propositional sentence serves as the representing sentence for the synset 
(see Table 2). 
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Table 2. --Proposition Sentences of Synsets 

Synset Propositional Sentence of Synset 

1. The endotracheal tube is above the carina. 

2. There is no pneumothorax. 

3. There is a left lower lobe pulmonary infiltrate(s). 

4. The pulmonary vessels are prominent. 

5. A posterior anterior (PA) chest x-ray was performed. 

6. The gray white matter differentiation of the brain is normal. 

7. The intervertebral disc heights are normal. 

8. There are pelvic phlebolith(s). 

9. There is small vessel ischemic disease of the brain. 

10. The lungs are diffusely hazy bilaterally. 

3.1 Data Analysis/Content Analysis 

One researcher validated and analyzed the data but used alternative means reported in 
[33] to address validity. The content analysis method was adapted from [15] to ad-
dress the dominant problem of scalability. In that study, development of PAS begins 
by identifying the NP and VP. In this study, the NP and VP was annotated (see Figure 
1) for each of the proposition sentences of the 10 synsets and extended to annotate 
respective modifiers.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Synset 1 in Table 2 

The intent is to establish a baseline for possible pattern recognition of semantically 
equivalent phrases not annotated to identical arguments in PAS frames due to varying 
uses of predicates. 

4 Findings 

For sentences with missing predicates, a process was applied whereby the annotator 
transformed the incomplete sentence to a complete, firstly, with the predicate Rolese-
tID ‘be.02’ (‘there are’/’there is’<NP>). If the sentence did not make sense with 
‘be.02’ usage, ‘be.01’ RolesetID was applied (<NP> ‘is’/’are’<VP>). If that trans-
formed structure did not make sense, the annotator used any predicate that made the 
sentence understandable. 260 sentences were missing a predicate and the results are 
reported in Figure 2. The summary indicates that a radiology sentence missing a pre-
dicate can more than likely be completed with ‘be.02’. 

Synset Proposition:   The endotracheal tube is above the carina. 
                                           NP                              VP
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Fig. 2. Summary of All Synsets for Sentences Missing A Predicate 

Figure 3 shows a frequency summary of predicate usage across sysnsets that clear-
ly shows the dominate usage of the predicates ‘to be’, be.01 and be.02. With over 2/3 
of the predicates expressed in the dataset using an existential form of ‘to be’, it is 
evident that Arg0 is absent. In fact, with non-‘to be’ predicates, less than 1% anno-
tated text to Arg0. Arg0 represents the role of an agent or someone doing the action. 
In contrast, all sentences annotated with Arg1 (entity that receives action). According 
to [30], this indicates that predicates in this dataset are ‘externally caused’. With ex-
ternally caused predicates, the explanation for the motive or stimulate in the sentence 
is implied. The implication that predicates in a corpus are externally-caused vs. inter-
nally-caused suggests that the writer has a great deal of leniency to express a thought. 
There is an element that use of language in such a corpus is generalizable. A radiolo-
gy report merely has to present observations and interpretation of those observations. 
It does not have to explain the actions of the disease process requiring use of internal-
ly-cause predicates. Because of the generalizability of text annotated to an argument 
for externally-caused predicates, it is possible to compare the content of an argument 
with a ‘defined’ semantic role label to content of an argument of a differently ‘de-
fined’ semantic role label. 

If comparison of differing semantic role labels is feasible in a radiology corpus, 
then a predictable pattern is necessary to establish an algorithm for IE processing. For 
each of the sysnets, a flowchart was developed to indicate based on the RolesetID, 
where the content of NP, VP, and modifiers of proposition sentence is annotated in 
candidate sentences. An example of the flow chart is Figure 4. Across all synsets, it is 
estimated that the uncovered pattern will be an algorithm with a content coverage of 
no less than 96%. Based on a predicate’s usage (RolesetID), the necessary content of 
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Fig. 3. RolesetID Frequencies in Dataset Corpus 

arguments/modifiers of the candidate sentence needed to compare to those of the 
proposition sentence can be predicted. For RolesetIDs ‘be.01’ and ‘be.02’, conflicting 
patterns were often found; however, in all cases, patterns of usage determine what 
circumstances apply to one usage sense vs. another. In Figure 4, the VP concept of 
proposition sentence is found in Arg2 as long as Arg2 does not have the terms ‘place’, 
‘position’, and ‘present’. Otherwise, for RolesetIDs ‘be.01’ and ‘be.02’, the VP con-
cept is found in the PAS modifier ‘Locative’ of the candidate sentence. 
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Fig. 4. --Algorithm Predicting Location of Equivelent Content of Proposition NP/VP for Synset 
1 (See Figure 1) Based on RolesetID 

5 Conclusions/Future Directions 

This study looked at using the PAS as a pre-processing function to structure unstruc-
tured text for evaluation of semantic similarity of two unique sentences. Findings 
from content analysis showed a way to manage incomplete sentences, justify compar-
ison of differing arguments, and predict pattern for mapping appropriate differing 
arguments. What remains to be tested is if the methods discovered in this study are 
repeatable with equivalent synsets from another radiology corpus. It is hypothesized, 
however, that new predicates would not drastically change the prediction patterns as 
the distribution or curve (See Figure 3) of predicates is not expected to vary. While a 
radiology corpus is not entirely representative of the content clinicians will have to 
review to assure continuum of care, a radiology corpus does provide a good context 
for NLP experimentation because of its content predictability. Future experiments will 
have to broaden the clinical corpus content, and those findings based on annotation 
methods in this study may have different results [26]. Future experiments with this 
dataset will have to take the annotated PAS corpus and conduct experiments of se-
mantic similarity to determine if the logical representation of the proposition sentence 
is truly semantically representative of sysnet to accomplish data reduction. 
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